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PSNI Chief Executive Predicts Strength in Unity in Asia
PSNI Global
Alliance
Executive
Director Chris
Miller tells of
how unity will
endure through
COVID and
beyond.
Looking in the
rear-view mirror,
the AV landscape
throughout Asia, and indeed global business as
a whole, looks very different to where we were 12
months ago. But what has 2020 taught us? We
put that question, amongst others, to Chris Miller,
executive director of the PSNI Global Alliance.
“We’re stronger together, that’s for sure!”, was his
immediate response, before adding: “Over the past
24 months, before COVID, we were seeing regular
examples of mergers and acquisitions. Arriving
almost weekly, there were stories breaking in trade
press announcing companies, manufacturers and
service providers coming together – joining forces for
a stronger offering.”
Of course, combining strengths is the very essence
of the PSNI Global Alliance and has been at the heart
of the company’s worldwide growth over the past
30-plus years. Today, PSNI has 188 global offices
across 49 countries, operating in all vertical markets
from healthcare and government to transport and live
events – the latter, of course, taking a huge impact
from the planet’s pandemic.
“The effects on the live events industry has been
particularly hard to witness”, added Chris. “It’s tough,
particularly for people that I’ve known for many
years who have built their businesses from humble
beginnings.”
“However, if there’s one thing that the AV industry
does well, it’s adapt. The purpose of technology is to
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The BIG PICTURE virtual studio. Photo used for illustration
purposes only.

develop and find a better way of doing things and we
are seeing that every day. Virtual events and online
concerts are helping enormously to fill the creative
void, but I think we all look forward to sharing the
energy of a concert hall, sports arena, or mosh pit!”
So what of the corporate world? News articles vary
hugely on workplace predictions, but flexibility is a
common absolute for future working practices as we
emerge from the impact of COVID. What upsides are
there to be had during these testing times?
Chris continues: “Winston Churchill was credited with
this phrase ‘Never Let a Good Crisis Go to Waste’
during the very bleakest of days of World War II. It’s a
reminder that historically, the very best in people and
innovation come to light in a time of need. Today,
we might say it differently—we would describe
the pandemic as an ‘accelerant to disruption and
behaviour’.
“It seems that COVID has kind of cracked the whip
behind collaborative comms”, he adds. “The term
‘collaboration’ is now realising its full potential in
the workplace as businesses and organisations
have been forced to find new ways to operate and
connect their workforce. AV has been a welcome,
if not essential, component in keeping the planet
performing and I think we should all take some pride
from that.”
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“AV has been an
essential component
in keeping the planet
performing and I think
we should all take
some pride from that”
Photo courtesy of Barco. Photo is used for illustration purposes only.

“Asia, and the India technology sector in particular,
were experiencing unrivalled growth prior the
pandemic. The reliance on AV for business
communication has been amplified over the past six
month and I think we can expect a strong recovery
as businesses and organisations focus on best
practice and business benefits.”
Control rooms and information hubs, have also made
their way onto the list of ‘must haves’ for companies
of a certain size as they monitor all elements of
their business. Sharing information, often externally
to lower bandwidth networks, is seeing innovative
technology being brought to the fore.
“Technology does not stand still, and I am inherently
optimistic”, stressed Chris, adding: “On balance, I
see a silver lining around many of today’s workplace
issues. At PSNI, Zoom and Teams is seeing our
members and partners sharing ideas more regularly
than ever before and with global thinking on an
unprecedented scale.

cyclical in nature. Now, like no other time in history,
is no time to accept the status quo. Break the mould
and be bold! New ideas and new opportunities are
just one breakthrough away!”
Chris is also confident that, emerging into the new
order of things, PSNI’s network of elite integrators
and manufacturer partners will be better placed than
ever before.
“Our regular sharing of ideas, resources, best
practice and decades of experience has brought
new innovative initiatives to PSNI. Our global support
offering is now more effective and streamlined
and our commitment to the ultimate in industry
standards has never been higher. Across the world,
in all aspects of business, this is our opportunity;
to ‘change something’ and here at PSNI, we are
passionate believers in a change for the better!””
www.psni.org

“All of our stakeholders have experienced both
surviving and thriving in business. Business is
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INTERVIEW
Pushing the ‘LOGIC’ of Make-in-India Mindset

The ‘Make In India,’ one the most ambitious initiatives launched by Government
of India a few years ago, had also been one of the most hotly debated issues
in and outside the country. Even as it had its own pros and cons with people
taking their choice sides, the theory again appears to be gaining momentum in
the light of the COVID-19 aftermath developments across the border, as well as
changing equations in Sino-Indian relations.
There appears a renewed enthusiasm to project India at global multinationals
as an effective alternative to Chinese manufacturing, as also reduce India’s
dependency on its bigger neighbour’s hegemony.
SI Asia, tried to check if this is a really caught up energy with Indian manufacturers.
We spoke to Shivanand Mahashetti, Managing Director at LOGIC AV, an LED concern of the Bengaluruheadquartered Online Instruments, and here is the ‘logic’:
SI Asia: Logic Displays is a NewGen name in the
Indian ProAV & lighting manufacturing story, that
too with a Chinese connect. In that light- what is
the potential you think of the notion of Make in
India?
SHIVANAND: Yes, Logic is almost a 12-plus years
brand in India committed to encouraging and
exploring technology innovation and excellence.
And, we have a factory named Mahabell Industries
in Bangalore where we explicitly design and
manufacture some of the Logic AV products as
well as leading-edge lighting products with smart
applications. Since we own a factory in India, ‘Make
in India’ is definitely a positive approach and means
a lot to us. We are getting a lot of positive responses
from our partners and customers. All challenges
given, we have started seeing the market reactions
and implementing our plans accordingly so that
things can shape up well. We are definitely happy
with this new initiative.
SI Asia: What strengths does the industry/country
possess to pitch for the initiative aggressively?
SHIVANAND: There are certainly some very positive
aspects that the country in general, and the industry
in particular can benefit from. Some of the benefits
have actually been flowing in.
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• One- the country possess large chunks of talent
pools with technical skills which is a big factor in
quickly learning the skills of manufacturing products
locally.
• Two- the government had been offering several
schemes for Capex investments like machinery for
the manufacturing plants, promoting exports, and
other allied trade activities which work a long way to
justify the notion Make in India and Make for World.
However, it is to be noted that while the government
has initiated several measures in time, they did
require some very equally important supportive
measures in terms of marketing and branding at
both national and international levels so that the
sentiment of ‘Make in India’ catches well with the
user communities in and outside the country. As the
general principle goes, any manufacturing activity
indispensably needs marketing booster, and it is just
the same here.
SI Asia: What factors do you see as deterrents?
How the country / industry can overcome them to
make it a reality?
SHIVANAND: World over, there is hardly any trade
and business that happens without deterrents.
Having said that, with the Chinese connect you
mentioned, I would want to highlight two deterrents
again here.
DECEMBER 2020
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One- Manufacturing a finished product locally
requires local availability of several ancillary
components, and India doesn’t have even the
minimum number of ancillary factories making
components required for a finished product 100
per cent locally. So, while we have the energy and
enthusiasm to make products locally, there is still
a lot of dependency on China for components.
Because of this deterrent, it is often felt making a
finished product locally is more expensive than
importing it from outside, especially China.
Two- Compounding that, is relatively higher cost for
manpower when compared to China which makes
the product cost still higher. This factor makes it still
difficult for the ‘local’ manufacturer to sell products
in India since it is marked as one of the most costsensitive markets in the world.
SI Asia: How about some sections dismissing the
notion as an unrealistic thing, if not a myth?
SHIVANAND: We cannot say or accept it as myth.
We cannot even say unrealistic, but certainly difficult
to achieve in the current setting. Like I mentioned
earlier, we basically need a lot of programming and
implementation towards developing ancillary units,
component manufacturing factories, suitable financial
policy framework for capex investments, and lower
manufacturing costs while at the same time boosting
a proactive employment scenario.
It is certainly not impossible, but is a hard road to
negotiate before realization. A strong, proactive
will at political and administrative levels, and a
determined planning and execution is the essential
requirement. We have had such scenarios earlier,
and have succeeded too. We will need to derive
inspiration from them, and pursue this objective
again.
SI Asia: Does LOGIC consider itself a fully ‘Madein-India’ brand? Or how soon is the day?
SHIVANAND: We are working on this with a revised
direction. Right now, we are still dependent on
China and other countries for the simple fact that
currently we don’t have sufficient resources in India.

12



We are very positive with this new approach ‘Make
in India - Made in India’ and I am sure the day
would come very soon for us, and most other Indian
manufacturers as well.
SI Asia: Given all the factors, how nearer/farther
you see India as a manufacturing alternative for
China?
SHIVANAND: Considering all those parameters and
with a broader view, I think it would take at least 8-10
years if we take our first step today. We are happy
to see that people are already considering this new
initiative and quite inclined to bring this change soon.
That’s a big positive.
As a supportive matrix for such a change, we see
the current government is also trying to create a
conducive environment through various programmes
to help us believe in our strength and move forward
with a strong resolve.
SI Asia: In the least, what components, or
systems can be fully or partially manufactured in
India in the immediate term?
SHIVANAND: India, for a good reason, has long
ago evolved into a very strong player in software
development, and continues to build larger
competencies to dominate the global marketplace.
Today, it is a highly reckoned player for full software
design and development for world markets.
Added to that are two more allied industry domains
of electronics assembly, and communication
infrastructure, which are actually too huge to
address, and therefore offer tremendous potential.
On the other hand, we have made commendable
headways in recent times in the field of medical and
automobile equipment, besides gems and jewelry.
We can say we have gained partial manufacturing
competencies in these fields.
logicdisplays.in
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INTERVIEW
LOGIC to Expand its Displays in East and West

tend to reason our market initiatives, while keeping
our brand emotions high so both will go hand in
hand.
On Expansion…

Futuristic in thinking, aggressive in strategies
and proactive in approach, LOGIC is taking on
the market with its ‘own logic.’ Quite unlike most
in the industry currently, it is apparently taking
its business pursuits far and wide, into the
global marketplace, mixing it with a blend ‘brand
identity’, technology innovation and newer market
penetrations,. This, at a time when the business
sentiment is taken to be beaten by the COVID-19
Pandemic. Pankaj Ballad, Associate Director at
Online Instruments explains.
On Brand Imposition….
With a view to presenting itself to international market
a strong brand imposition, LOGIC has brought all
the four divisions of its products under one single
integrated brand LOGIC. As part of this vision, all the
four business divisions of the Group – AV; Displays;
Unified Communications; and the Lighting – will be
marketed as LOGIC brand products, with the holding
company as Online Instruments headquartered in
Bengaluru.
In India, however, the lighting brand will remain as
Orange only, and the reaming three divisions as
LOGIC AV.
We study the market constantly, and make our plans
as per the market sentiment and requirement. We
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We believe in innovation and new technology that
upgrades the lifestyle with well-being. Business
expansion is imperative in this pursuit. We already
have appointed Versatech International as our
distributors in the Philippines, and we also have set
up an exclusive office in the Filipino capital. With
the support of these two offices, backed up by our
long existing office in Singapore, we hope to tap and
handle efficiently the Asian markets.
We also export our products to South East Asia; we
have our plans for the region.
We are in the final stages of setting up two offices in
Dubai – Bay Area, and the Export Free Zone. This,
we hope to complete immediately after the GITEX
2020 show in Dubai. We recently appointed two
distributors in Africa – one each in Uganda, and
Republic of South Africa – and two in the Middle East
– one each in Oman and Saudi Arabia.
Our brand is as it is popular in the Middle East as we
export our products to Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Oman
and Egypt in the region. While our Dubai set-up will
facilitate our better reach and competencies for
the region our latest appointments at the strategic
locations will help us tap into the region efficiently.
Going Westwards, we have set up an exclusive
office in Santa Clara, California to help us tap into
the Western markets of the USA, and we have
appointed one distributor in Florida that we hope
to give us market entry to the Eastern USA. We are
working hard with these two presences to establish
our presence felt in the potentially large American
market.
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On Learning from COVID-19 ….
The COVID pandemic is a crucial phase for any
business; it did teach the world many things and
compelled us to experience a new set of challenges.
However, this hard phase has directed us to make
a proper planning in the internal system and talent
management to tackle any disruption in the future. It’s
a lesson that makes us understand the significance
of resilience. We had planned the expansion before
and kept it on hold due to this Covid-19 phase, but
like the saying goes, the ‘Show Must Go On’ and
hence, we focus on this again.

We are keenly looking forward to participating in
InfoComm USA 2021 and leverage the competencies
we will have built by that time in that market.

On The Roadmap…

At present, we are aiming at IT, healthcare,
education, government, manufacturing, and
hospitality, and we want to explore more in
education, and government segments. Being part of
this industry so long, and so proactive, we have had
our successful experiences.

Our ambition is to reach the leading world markets
like Australia, Canada and Europe in two-three
years’ time. The ultimate objective is to become
one of the top 10 global brands in three-four years’
time. Admittedly, it’s a very grand ambition, and
requires a lot of effort. We understand we need to
get recognized in the American and the European
markets to be able to achieve that objective. We
hope we will succeed, given the competencies
we are trying to build in, in terms of our basket of
solutions, and marketing network.

DECEMBER 2020

A very critical initiative here is to tap the public
market for funding. We are like all set to go for IPO
(Initial Public Offering) sometime next year. This
will largely go to strengthening and expanding our
manufacturing competencies.
On the Markets Targeted…

logicdisplays.in
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d&b audiotechnik Brings First A-Series Installation to Perth

Willott, Director & Live Audio Specialist, CCA
Productions. “The room has an irregular shape, with
lots of glass, steel, and other reflective surfaces that
we had to take into consideration along with the
aesthetic appeal that the venue was going for. We
had to exceed the owner’s vision and expectations
for this design, which meant that the sound system
had to sound and look perfect.”

AUSTRALIA: After three months of construction

and re-design to make Australia’s Magnet House
into a top-tier nightlife venue, the global pandemic
caused the club to close its doors before they had
the chance to re-open. Behind those doors, sits
Australia’s first-ever nightclub with a Pixel Kinetic
Ceiling and Perth’s first ever d&b A-Series audio
installation.
Magnet House was upgraded by the owner with the
goal of making it into the most unique nightclub in
Australia — a real feast for the senses. In order to
create an audience experience unlike any other, the
team needed a lighting and sound system that would
be unlike anything ever seen in an Australian club
previously.
When looking at a lighting design, the team
created an LED light display that presents endless
kaleidoscopic possibilities, unlike any other in the
country. To go along with this pioneering design,
Magnet House needed a sound system that would
cover every inch of the venue to create the ultimate
club experience. With the help of CCA Productions
and NAS Solutions, the nightclub decided on
d&b audiotechnik to accomplish this ambitious
goal. However, delivering this project came with
challenges.
“The venue presented a pretty challenging acoustic
environment for our team to work with,” said Luke
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The venue and sound designers chose the d&b
A-Series, a system unlike any other, to help them
reach their goal. The flexible A-Series allowed
the venue to maintain its aesthetic appeal while
covering the entire venue floor with sound. The
d&b A-Series augmented array loudspeakers are
specifically designed for medium-scale applications
where coverage flexibility is a necessity. These
loudspeakers can also be easily paired with a variety
of different d&b amplifiers and subwoofers so that
the system can meet the specific needs of each and
every venue.
When COVID-19 hit and the venue was forced to shut
down, Magnet House innovated and decided that
they could still bring music to their customers with a
series of live-streamed DJ performances, giving the
A-Series system a chance to show off what it was
capable of.
“We have already received amazing feedback from
the EDM and band community on the new sound
solution,” said Willott. “The combination of the
robust low mids with a well-balanced HF, even and
directional VLF distributed across all listening planes,
plus the venues captivating visuals make visiting
Magnet House a feast for the senses.”
The venue has now been able to open its doors
once again to show off their new renovations and
technologies to clientele.
Willot also highlights that they are eagerly waiting on
the arrival of the d&b 40D installation amplifier to add
even more depth to this sound design.
www.dbaudio.com/a-series
DECEMBER 2020
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Xilica Enlivens Hong Kong University Medical School with Networked Audio
Architecture

HKU block building lobby

HONG KONG: Xilica, a global leader in digital

signal processing technology for AV and installed
sound, is fueling audio distribution and live paging
over IP at Hong Kong University’s LKS Faculty
of Medicine. The new system is part of a larger
renovation in the department’s William MW Mong
Block, with Xilica’s Solaro QR1 DSP and XTouch
control solutions used to process, manage and
deliver all content over a Dante network.
Xilica channel partner Sound Classy supplied all
audio and control equipment, with systems integrator
Vega Technology handling all installation and
commissioning. The Dante-enabled Xilica Solaro
QR1 interoperates other networked devices to
efficiently route audio feeds around the building.
A priority function allows staff to interject with live
announcements, using a paging station to provide
safety and building information, event updates and
security messages.
The Solaro QR1 DSP was selected mainly for
its reliability and scalability on Dante networks,
and an open-architecture design that simplifies
interoperability with all third-party systems in the
ecosystem. That includes the ability to manage
analog signals on the output using Xilica’s Solaro
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XC-SLO modules, which will be used for audio
recording purposes in an adjacent control room.
All Xilica devices, including an XTouch 80 control
touchscreen, are powered over Ethernet to minimize
cabling costs and infrastructure.
Justin Fong, Account Manager at Sound Classy,
emphasizes that Xilica’s XTouch control solutions
bring more tangible value to end users. The IP-based
architecture synchronizes control across the XTouch
80 panel, installed in the adjacent control room; and
an XTouch app that lives on an iPad in the lobby.
The two operate and respond in tandem to ensure a
seamless audio experience.
“The open architecture of Xilica allows users to easily
route Dante audio signals to the speaker system, and
otherwise control volume, mute audio, and generally
manage the system settings,” said Fong. “Their
software is intuitive and responsive, which makes
for a very simple and convenient operation for end
users of any skill level. The Solaro QR1 DSP keep
everything perfectly timed and sounding intelligible
throughout the day.”
www.xilica.com
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Christie Makes “Digital Curtain” Come Alive at Senzoku Gakuen College of Music

JAPAN: Senzoku Gakuen College of Music (SGCM)

has adopted Christie’s 4K projection and auto
calibration solutions for the “digital curtain” of its new
theater, named MUSIC POOL CINO, which opened
on August 17.
SGCM chose to use a “digital curtain” instead
of installing a traditional Japanese tab curtain –
made from a single or several pieces of fabric with
elaborate embroidery widely considered to be a work
of art – to provide entertainment and boost MUSIC
POOL CINO’s public image, as well as to surprise,
impress and uplift audiences before a performance.
This “digital curtain” is the first of its kind to be
installed in an educational institution in Japan.
The large curtain measuring 19 meters wide and
4.84 meters high is used to project digital content.
Projector delivery and control is accomplished by
Ushio Lighting Inc. using two Christie Boxer 4K30
3DLP projectors installed at the rear of the theater.
Both projectors are equipped with Christie Mystique,
an automated camera-based alignment and
recalibration solution that enables quick installation,
alignment, calibration and maintenance of multiprojection systems.
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Professor Makoto Shinohara, Head of Musical
Theatre Course, SGCM, said, “When audiences enter
MUSIC POOL CINO for a performance, a still image
is displayed so it looks like a normal stage curtain.
The surprise comes when visuals on the curtain
begin to move a few minutes before the show starts.”
A spokesperson from Ushio Lighting Inc. added,
“Since images are projected on the curtain, its edges
may shift back and forth under the influence of air
conditioning or atmospheric pressure, resulting
in distortion or deviation of the portion where two
images blend. Christie Mystique software has been
introduced to overcome these misalignments.
The ability to quickly adjust and maintain multiple
projector projections makes troubleshooting easy for
the user.”
Content was produced for the digital curtain by
Naked Inc. and is based on “Nanban Byobu” by
renowned 15th century Japanese painter Naizen
Kano. This “Byobu”, or the folding screen itself, is
from the Azuchi-Momoyama period in the late 1500s,
which depicts colourful and gorgeous Nanban
(foreign) ships, buildings and people that arrived
in Japan from ports in places such as Spain and
Portugal.
DECEMBER 2020
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Prof. Shinohara noted that the digital curtain of
MUSIC POOL CINO has been designed to draw
attention to art, not only for visitors but also for
current students of SGCM, students preparing to
enter the university, and international students.
“Musicals are a stage art that originated in the
West and are often performed around the world.
In addition to traditional musicals, we are also
creating original musicals in Japanese. This is why
we selected “Nanban Byobu”, which is a mixture
of Japanese and Western styles, and the projector
reproduces the details of this elaborate work brightly
and vividly,” he added.
Michael Bosworth, Executive Vice President,
Enterprise, Christie, commented, “We are delighted
that SGCM has chosen our Boxer 4K30 projectors
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and Mystique to deliver extraordinary digital
projections on the stage curtain of MUSIC POOL
CINO. This is a brilliant demonstration of how
Christie’s various technologies can breathe new life
to a traditional art form, and enable our partners and
customers to transform their creativity into reality.”
Weighing in at less than 150lbs (68kg), Christie
Boxer 4K30 is a 30,000 lumen projector designed for
high impact live events, rental staging, conference
rooms and large halls. Boasting 4K resolution,
built-in Christie TruLife image processing, and
omnidirectional deployment capabilities, the
Boxer is easy to use and offers optimum feed and
performance flexibility.
Photo courtesy of Ushio Lighting Inc.
www.christiedigital.com

IBASE Recognized by Intel Network Builders Winners’ Circle Awards as a Solution
Partner
Circle Award as a Solution partner,” said YN Chen,
Vice CEO of IBASE Product Planning Division. "We
are developing industry-leading network appliance
platforms based on Intel solutions to enable
business success for customers in the deployment
of innovative services in the 5G and cloud era. We
look forward to furthering our collaboration with Intel
and to a dynamic partnership in 2021 and years to
come.”

TAIWAN: IBASE Technology Inc., a leading

manufacturer of network computing appliances, has
been recognized by Intel Network Builders Winners’
Circle Awards as a Solution Partner. The Winner’s
Circle program is dedicated to all Intel partners
who have demonstrated business acumen and
outstanding innovations in products developed with
Intel technologies.
“IBASE is an Associate member of the Intel Internet
of Things Solutions Alliance and honoured to be
selected for the Intel Network Builders Winners'
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IBASE network computing appliances are
designed to be the ideal workhorses for managing
vast quantities of data to enable robust levels of
performance and reliability in enterprise-class
network security, firewall, VPN, UTM, WAN and
network management applications. Our highly
reliable platforms use the latest Intel-based
processors for high compute performance and
flexible customization options for system developers
to integrate modules based on their specific needs.
www.ibase.com.tw
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More Support Through ZeeVee’s Enhanced SIGNAL Partner Program

GLOBAL: ZeeVee, Inc. has enhanced its SIGNAL

Partner program to provide a richer package of
services and support for its growing network of VIP
AV integrators, distributors and consultants.
In order to make the two-year-old program more
valuable than ever for current and future channel
partners, ZeeVee is now delivering more timely and
comprehensive technical enablement, business
development and financial resources essential for
success in the AV market.
Registered partners gain access to an improved
portal interface that provides real-time notifications
and communications on products and company
news. Among the highlights of the program’s
enhancements, partners now gain faster access to
resources such as:
- A streamlined deal registration process and
associated benefit
- More in-depth tech primers, white papers and
training videos in “Art’s Corner,” created by Director
of Product Management Art Weeks
- A formal minimum advertised pricing (MAP) policy
to protect partners in the marketplace
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- Exclusive on-demand access to all previous
ZeeVee SIGNAL Sessions and
- The complete archive of all ZeeVee SIGNAL Boost
newsletters
According to Joe Chordas, ZeeVee’s Vice President,
Marketing and North America Sales, the company
is doubling down on its commitment to provide the
best service and support to its AV over IP and RF
partners.
“In the SIGNAL Partner program’s first two years,
we engaged a large network of AV over IP and RF
integrators, consultants and distributors all around
the world who have come to rely on this sales and
technical support platform,” said Chordas. “These
program enhancements are based on partner
feedback and ensure that we stay a step ahead
in meeting our partners’ needs in the markets they
serve.”
Integrators, distributors and consultants interested in
learning more about the enhanced ZeeVee SIGNAL
Partner program can do so by visiting partners.
zeevee.com or contacting their ZeeVee sales
representative.
www.zeevee.com
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Songcheng Group Romances Audiences in China with KV2

The ‘Romance’ park in SanYa, China

CHINA: The Songcheng Group is the first

performing arts company in China to go public and
is also a global top 10 theme park group. With its
core competence in performing arts, Songcheng
Performance has built a number of established
brands including ‘Songcheng’ and the ‘Romance’
show series. The company owns 74 theatres with
a total capacity of 175,000 seats, which exceeds
the combined number of seats available in two of
the world’s most famous theatre districts, namely
London’s West End and Broadway in New York. In
fact, the spectacular ‘Romance’ series of large-scale,
hi-tech productions has broken box office records
with more than 8,000 performances per year to an
annual audience of over 35 million people. Recently,
six of Songcheng’s ten dedicated ‘Romance’ theatres
– many of them sited in dedicated ‘Romance’ theme
parks across China – have upgraded to powerful KV2
Audio sound systems.
Songcheng’s ‘Romance’ theatres are high-capacity,
Vegas-style structures that have been specially
designed to host dazzling, large-scale productions
with incredibly complex sets for maximum visual
impact. Each ‘Romance’ show is specific to the
area where it is staged, re-enacting local cultural
legends in song, dance and breathtaking acrobatics.
Audiences can expect a stunning show at every level
– visually, aurally and technically.
DECEMBER 2020

All Songcheng ‘Romance’ productions use advanced
sound, lighting, effects and staging technology to
interpret a period of China’s classic history. As with
every other element of the production, the audio has
to be world class. Songcheng Performance opted for
powerful KV2 Audio systems based on the flagship
VHD Series of high performance point source
systems for the main FoH system supplemented
by the extremely flexible and scalable ES Series for
delays, surround sound and effects. The combination
provides extreme clarity and true dynamic range
to a complex soundscape. The use of point source
technology – especially the VHD systems - to cover
large spaces has significantly reduced the amount
of loudspeakers (and amplifiers) required, saving
both space and money as well as reducing the visual
impact of the system in the theatre. It also ensures
a completely transparent reproduction of the sound
source – be it voices, instruments or anything else so that audiences experience every detail exactly as
it was produced.
www.kv2audio.com
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Art Aquarium Elevates Unique Exhibits with HARMAN Professional Solutions

JAPAN: Adding powerful sound to its striking visual

displays, Art Aquarium collaborated with HIBINO
Corporation to enhance its exhibit with a state-of-theart HARMAN Professional audio solution.
Established in 2007, Art Aquarium has exhibited
all across Japan and overseas at places that
communicate history and culture, including
Nihonbashi Mitsui Hall, Kyoto’s Nijo-jo Castle as
well as the 21st-Century Museum of Contemporary
Art, Kanazawa. With more than 10 million visitors,
Art Aquarium has expanded overseas into Milan,
Italy and Shanghai, China. Wanting to elevate the
“Kingyo” Aquarium to reach the vision of its creative
director, Art Aquarium required an innovative,
cutting-edge audio system that provided pristine
sound quality and an enhanced guest experience.
“The client wanted a high-performance audio
solution that would provide as much power and
clarity as possible. After careful consideration,
our team designed and installed an integrated
HARMAN Professional audio solution made up of
JBL Professional speakers, Crown amplifiers and
BSS signal processors,” said a spokesperson at
HIBINO. “We were confident the HARMAN solution
would cover the museum’s needs and exceed their
expectations.”
The system features an array of JBL Control
Contractor 20 Series speakers, including Control
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23-1 and Control 25-1 loudspeakers as well as
Control SB-2 subwoofers. The compact speakers
deliver a rich sonic character with wide, consistent
sound dispersion across the venue, while the subs
deliver authoritative, accurate low end. Further
adding pristine sound to the exhibit, HIBINO installed
JBL AC18/95 and AC28/95 two-way loudspeakers
and ASB6118 high-power subwoofers. For
unmatched power and reliability, HIBINO powered
the system with Crown DCi 8|300N, DCi 8|600N,
DCi 4|600N and CDi 4|1200BL amplifiers. To ensure
pristine sound and optimum performance, the system
also includes BSS BLU-160 signal processors with
BLU link and BSS EC-V volume controllers.
“Audio is an important storytelling tool, and to
help showcase our exhibit we entrusted HIBINO
Corporation to install a world-class sound system,”
said a spokesperson at the Art Aquarium.
“HARMAN’s system integrated smoothly and we
were able to create an immersive experience for the
audience.”
“Venues like Art Aquarium that seek to popularize
history and culture through both audio and visual
mediums, need optimum sound performance,” said
Ramesh Jayaraman, VP & GM HARMAN Professional
Solutions, APAC. "We would like to thank our partner
HIBINO Corporation for understanding the unique
requirements of the space and giving the museum
a sense of immersion with world-class sound
reinforcement.”

pro.harman.com
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Powersoft Strengthens After-sales Offering

GLOBAL: Italian audio innovator, Powersoft, has

introduced a new care plan for its rack amplifier
customers, which was made available via the
company’s MyPowersoft portal as of 20th November
2020.
The plan – which has been introduced so Powersoft
customers can have increased certainty over their
investments in these uncertain times – includes two
distinct services; Warranty Extension and Service
Shield, both of which can be purchased separately.
Powersoft has always ensured that it builds products
to the highest quality standards, and this nocompromise approach is what has consolidated the
company’s reputation as a manufacturer of reliable,
durable, and dependable machines, used by the
world’s top live sound crews and system integrators.
Despite this strength, the company has come to
acknowledge that, in certain cases, products might
be subject to strenuous conditions that could result in
the customer requiring assistance or a replacement
product. With this in mind, Powersoft’s new
Warranty Extension and Service Shield plans have
been designed to bolster the company’s already
celebrated after-sales offering.

on Powersoft’s standard warranty. This service is
available from MyPowersoft and can be activated
during the first year of the product’s life.
The Service Shield includes an option to protect a
purchaser’s investment from accidental damage
during the first year of its life. This grants users
swift assistance from Customer Care Services for
one repair (or substitution in specific cases) of
the amplifier. This service is also available from
MyPowersoft and can be activated during the first 30
days of the product’s life.
“We are really proud and excited to announce
new added value services aimed to strengthen
Powersoft’s after sales services overall,” said Iacopo
Vannucchi, Powersoft’s customer care manager.
“Powersoft has always paid attention to product
reliability and we want to build on the excellence
of our products so our customers benefit from this
confidence. The Powersoft Care Plan demonstrates
the our willingness to provide excellent customerfocussed programme that matches the enviable
reputation of our products in terms of quality
and reliability, and to offer this exceptional user
experience even longer.”
www.powersoft.com

The new Warranty Extension will cover the relevant
amplifier platform with up to three-year extension
DECEMBER 2020
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IMCCA Names 2020 UC Industry Impact Award Recipients

Pleasant of Commfusion; Dan Ferrisi of Sound &
Communications; Roopam Jain of Frost & Sullivan;
and Tim Banting of Omdia.
2020 UC Industry Impact Award Winners and
Judges’ Criteria
Collaboration Platforms – LogMein / GoToMeeting
- The team at GoToSuite / LogMeIn provided free
Emergency Remote Work Kits for Health Care
Providers, Educational Institutions, Municipalities and
Non-Profit Organizations when the pandemic struck,
enabling critical work to continue remotely.

GLOBAL: IMCCA announced the recipients of

the 2020 UC Industry Impact Awards honouring
organizations deserving of recognition for their
contributions and outstanding support during the
pandemic. The names, as selected by a panel of five
independent industry expert judges, were unveiled
during the live IMCCA Collaboration Thanksgiving
Webcast on November 17, 2020.
“The UC Industry Impact Award honourees pushed
the boundaries of UC technology and in so doing
profoundly improved the user experience during a
monumental shift in organizational structures and
processes resulting from the pandemic,” said Carol
Zelkin, Executive Director, IMCCA. “We congratulate
all the outstanding nominees and these award
recipients, and look forward to their continued
contributions which benefit both the general public
and the industry.”
Nominees for the Industry Impact Awards (all of
which can be seen at https://www.collaborationweek.
org/2020-impact-award-nominees) were selected
by IMCCA Executive Board and Board Members.
Then, a completely independent judging panel
selected three nominees from each of the categories
(Collaboration Platforms; Hardware & Peripherals;
Integrators & Service Providers; and Distributors
& Miscellaneous Organizations.) The independent
judges were Irwin Lazar of Nemertes Research; Blair
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Collaboration Platforms – Microsoft Teams Microsoft not only provided their great Microsoft
Teams platform which seamlessly absorbed the
surge in Work From Home employees, in addition,
they launched a global skills initiative to help people
hardest hit by the pandemic by making tools and
resources available to learn digital skills.
Collaboration Platforms – Zoom - Deservedly,
Zooms led all Industry Impact Nominees with ten
nominations. No other UC firm rose to the challenge
of COVID19 as overwhelmingly as Zoom, becoming
a global verb synonymous with video for Business,
HealthCare, Education, and Religious and Social
events, and in many cases was provided at no cost
for the good of the greater community.
Hardware & Peripherals – Crestron - When
the pandemic struck, Crestron designed, built
and shipped an entirely new system to enable
collaboration in non-traditional spaces, turning field
hospitals, manufacturing floors, and large classrooms
into Teams and Zoom rooms overnight.
Hardware & Peripherals – Logitech - Logitech
enabled millions of people around the world with their
powerful tools, helping them feel part of their work,
connected to their loved ones, as normal as possible
during the pandemic, and created a program to
specifically help educators.
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Hardware & Peripherals – Poly - Whether in the
school, enterprise or living room, using Poly's
devices during COVID19 gave people a professional
meeting experience without hassle. Their powerful,
agnostic AI systems inside a catalog that has the
unique breadth to cover all UC needs let users
choose the best experience anywhere and at any
time. For just one example, their Studio USB’s new
rapid automatic tracking mode freed teachers to
again walk around a classroom when presenting to
remote students.
Integrators & Service Providers – AVI-SPL - AVISPL pivoted quickly to provide newly assigned home
workers with technology starter kits and dedicated
courses on 'working remotely' for first timers. The
speed and quality of their solution demonstrated an
enormous commitment to customer service.
Integrators & Service Providers – Poly - When
Covid19 struck, Poly's Global Services team offered
free consulting with UC experts to guide businesses,
organizations and individuals on the best technology
to enable remote working, network readiness and
workspace design, empowering everyone to quickly
adapt to the new normal. (Poly was the only double
award winner – nominated in three categories and
winning in two.)
Integrators & Service Providers – Yorktel - Yorktel
responded to the pandemic's surge in demand
by developing and building hundreds of Rapid
Response Carts in a matter of weeks - just one of
the steps their Pandemic Response Team took to
support thousands of global customers.
Distributors & Miscellaneous Organizations –
AtlasIED - Atlas IED provided tens of thousands
of medical grade protective Face Shields to first
responders and those on the front lines, helping
ease the crunch for PPE during the pandemic. They
manufactured and shipped Face Shields to almost all
fifty US states at no cost.
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Distributors & Miscellaneous Organizations –
Legrand AV - Legrand converted one of their Indiana
production lines during the height of the pandemic to
making 1000 masks a day.
Distributors & Miscellaneous Organizations –
IMCCA - The IMCCA went above and beyond in its
outreach to the UC community during the pandemic.
Despite many live events cancelled due to Covid19,
The IMCCA conducted on-line education, webinars,
social gatherings and more beginning in March
2020 - a full month before any other organizations or
companies managed to adapt to the needed content.
The pandemic has mobilized these and many other
UC providers to deliver solutions that will help ensure
the continuity and growth of UC technology usage,
resulting from the work from home phenomenon
coupled with the need to find alternatives for inperson interactions. Ms. Zelkin adds that the
UC Industry Impact Awards have been a great
opportunity to honor and thank those individuals and
organizations who have supported and given visibility
to the UC industry’s role in this accomplishment.
“We are fortunate to have such dedicated and
innovative players in this industry and we truly
appreciate their contributions,” she said. “From
individuals such as our own David Danto, IMCCA’s
Director of Emerging Technology – who worked
tirelessly to drive outreach as the pandemic began
– to organizations such as Zoom whose name has
become synonymous with UC technology, our
industry is to be commended for the responsible
leadership it has shown in helping organizations
keep working through this unprecedented situation,
and prepare our world for the Hybrid Working future
that’s upon us.”
www.imcca.org
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Voice-Acoustic Audio Installation in the Paradise of Malaysia

MALAYSIA: The loudspeakers and amplifiers of the

German manufacturer Voice-Acoustic were chosen
for an installation on a private island on the northwest
coast of Malaysia. The luxury vacation resort
Naam Paradise 101 Island is located in the island
paradise Langkawi, which is one of the number one
destination in Malaysia. The region is already more
than an insider tip internationally.
The climate is characterized by the monsoon and is
therefore hot and humid all year round with
daytime temperatures of over 30 degrees Celsius
and at night still over 20 degrees Celsius. The
demands on the durability of the sound system
was therefore very important. At the same time, the
owner of the island required high-end sound quality.
The specialist planning and installation company,
Cemara Sound & Light from Puchong, Malaysia,
decided to use sound reinforcement systems from
Voice-Acoustic Germany. Cemara has had positive
experiences with Voice-Acoustic products in other
installations and thus were confident that the
speakers will meet the demands of the resort. The
loudspeakers were manufactured in Germany as an
outdoor version to withstand long-term humidity, salty
air and high temperatures.
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The Voice-Acoustic speakers were installed in three
main areas. The largest area is the so-called Main
Deck with seating for up to 600 people. This is
where the evening dinner, events and movies are
held. This area features Void-Acoustics Modular-10,
Score-5, Alea-4 and Paveosub-118 speakers driven
by HDSP-6A and HDSP-3A amplifiers with DSP. The
Mantry features Score-5, Paveosub-112 and HDSP3A amplifier with the OMG beach-hut bar featuring
Alea-4 complemented with Aleasub-10 driven with
HDSP-3A amplifier.
All the components had to be delivered to the island
by seaplane. The low weight of the voice-acoustic
speakers and amplifiers was a further advantage.
voidacoustics.com
DECEMBER 2020
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IN BRIEF
Middle Atlantic website moves to Legrand AV.
As of December, the middleatlantic.com website
containing product information and resources will no
longer be accessible and will automatically redirect
to the relevant legrandav.com pages. The digital
experience will also evolve for users. For
those who currently use the configurator on
middleatlantic.com, more information about the
evolution of the digital tools can be found on a
dedicated landing page on legrandav.com. Users
will also quickly notice other advantages with the
switch such as faster ordering, pricing information,
more powerful search tools, and complete
information about Legrand | AV products – all at your
fingertips.
www.legrandav.com

MSolutions, a leading supplier of test devices for
commercial and residential AV environments, has
become the first AV test supplier to join SyncPro’s
CloudOS platform and offer remote management
and support services in the cloud. SyncPro’s
advanced cloud-based features will help commercial
integrators and custom installers using MSolutions’
MS-TestPro device accelerate troubleshooting
and certification on job sites, while centralizing
device management processes for administrators.
SyncPro developed CloudOS as a multi-tenant SaaS
platform for deploying, managing and monitoring
collaboration spaces and devices. MSolutions will
offer immediate CloudOS connectivity for MSTestPro
users, allowing field technicians to immediately report
progress as jobs advance toward completion. That
includes uploading test and certification results for
HDBaseT, HDMI and AV over IP systems, as well as
DC Resistance – all of which the MSTestPro supports
from one portable, modular device.
www.m4sol.com

Tata Communications, a digital ecosystem enabler,
has announced that it has integrated Cisco Webex
Calling with its industry leading global voice platform.
This enables Tata Communications to deliver the full
DECEMBER 2020

suite of Cisco Webex collaboration and customer
experience solutions, from its Global SIP Connect
platform to support multinational organisations. Cisco
Webex Calling by Tata Communications will allow
global organisations to migrate their collaboration to
the cloud and accelerate their digital transformation.
Organisations recognise the opportunity to drive
efficiency, while improving quality of experience and
collaboration between their users, customers and
partners by moving their collaboration services to the
cloud.
www.tatacommunications.com

Midwich APAC has officially announced the
expansion of their Mi Services program into the Asia
Pacific Region. Mi Support is a full range of after
sales services including enhanced product warranty,
training for AV and UC&C systems and the highestlevel technical support and ITIL practices. With
proven success over the past two years in the U.K.
and Ireland, Mi Support is available to end users
via their valued Midwich Channel Partners and is a
trade resalable suite of support services that end
users may add to products or systems at the point
of purchase. The program has built-in flexibility to
ensure end users have the opportunity to customise
Mi Services to their business-critical needs.
www.midwich.com.sg

Planon and IAdea have announced a partnership
which will integrate IAdea’s innovative meeting room
hardware with Planon’s market leading Integrated
Workplace Management System (IWMS). This will
enable organisations to professionalise their meeting
room management and support their overall space
and workplace management strategy. IAdea’s
integrated displays combined with Planon’s software
provide a visually-appealing and user-friendly
interface for room booking, check-in/out and viewing
occupancy.
planonsoftware.com
www.iadea.com
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Solutions Update
TMB ProPlex Ethernet Cables Adopted by New Markets

your reputation and livelihood are on the line, trust
the best,” notes TMB’s Colin Waters, TMB cofounder, CEO, cable pioneer and inventor.

If you have seen recent Olympics Ceremonies, Super
Bowl Half Time shows, The Academy or Brit Awards
broadcasts, concerts by artists from Beyonce to the
Rolling Stones, or limitless other technically driven
live performances and events around the world, you
will have witnessed TMB’s ProPlex Ethernet cables in
action. In an industry where stakes are high, failure
cannot be tolerated, and technical performance
must be flawless, ProPlex is the default standard for
portable network cabling. In entertainment staging
and live production, where cables are handled every
day and are routinely subject to abuses of all kinds,
ProPlex Ethernet cables have earned their reputation
as “The World’s Most Durable Ethernet Cables”.
Now, engineers and technicians in a variety of other
fields are recognizing the unique capabilities and
many benefits of ProPlex Ethernet cables. These
rugged, reliable portable cables handle easily and
can be deployed and re-coiled daily for many years.
They provide the assurance of unsurpassed data
transmission integrity, even after years of heavy use,
indoors and outdoors.
“Anywhere high quality, reliable portable network
cabling is required; from portable testing and
exploration to research, from communications
systems to automation control, aerospace, municipal
and military applications, proven ProPlex Ethernet
cables deliver your critical data without worry. When
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Unlike solid and bonded conductor Ethernet cables,
ProPlex’s Kevlar reinforced, stranded conductor
design provides flexibility with a very low risk
of mechanical failure. The proven performance
advantages of ProPlex Ethernet cables are clear:
Flawless data transmission with minimal signal
degradation, class-leading noise protection,
extremely low skew, reduced DC resistance and
attenuation, improved N.E.X.T. (near-end crosstalk
loss), high tensile strength, cut and tear-resistant
outer jacket, and much more.
The flagship of the range – ProPlex CAT6a Extended
– is an easy handling, super durable S/FTP cable
that, uniquely in a stranded cable, delivers fully
verified 10 Gigabit performance, up to a remarkable
full 100m.
Other models include S/FTP ProPlex CAT5e Ultra
and ProPlex CAT6a, an SF/UTP 26AWG CAT5e and
a UTP CAT5e. These cables offer all the ProPlex
advantages; durability, easy handling, and the
highest quality verified electronic specifications.
ProPlex CAT6a is also available in a dual cable
“figure 8” configuration. ProPlex CAT5e Ultra is
also available in dual figure 8, and quad “snake”
configurations. In addition to raw cable, all ProPlex
Ethernet cables are available from TMB fully
assembled and tested, to customer specifications,
with a wide range of common connectors. Also
unique from TMB are patented ProShells a heavy
duty backshell strain relief and latch protector,
with optional protective cap, for standard RJ45
connectors.
www.tmbprocables.com
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New! Midra™ 4K Series Presentation Switchers
Ideally tailored to medium-sized fixed installations and live environments

Unrivaled performance and reliability
•

10 inputs, 2 outputs and one dedicated multiviewer

•

Versatile 4K connectivity (HDMI 2.0, 12G-SDI, DisplayPort 1.2)

•

Ultra-low latency 4K60 10-bit 4:4:4 image processing

•

Soft/hard-edge support

•

Embedded SDR/HDR real-time converters

•

Genlock synchronization

•

Dante™ audio networking

www.analogway.com

info@analogway.com
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Third-party Loudspeaker Settings Now Available for Dynacord Electronics via
SONICUE Software
loudspeakers from multiple brands with a single
state-of-the-art power and control platform.

Dynacord has announced that presets from leading
third-party manufacturers are now available for use
with Dynacord electronics via SONICUE sound
system software. The list of brands/databases may
be accessed here. These new additions expand
the lineup of third-party loudspeaker options for
integration into the powerful SONICUE ecosystem
along with Dynacord’s system-wide range of
hardware solutions, which includes TGX, IPX, L and
C series power amplifiers, and the new MXE5 matrix
mix engine. This gives consultants, contractors
and live sound companies the flexibility to use

The new presets precisely reproduce the original
manufacturer settings, with professional, sampleindependent listening and testing executed to verify
accuracy. “We had the opportunity to compare
the new presets for our TGX series amplifiers with
the leading manufacturer-recommended amps,”
comments Pat Kearney, Senior Production Manager,
Powa Productions (Victoria, Australia). “The results
were inspiring to see, both in our bench tests and
in terms of sonic performance: TGX made good
loudspeakers sound even better. Each preset we
tested had the same voicing as the manufacturer
settings, but the ability of TGX to control LF and
extend HF made them sound outstanding. When
the application calls for it, we’d be more than happy
to use TGX across our full range of loudspeaker
systems.”
www.dynacord.com/sonicue

Opticis Launches New DisplayPort Extender
extender. With 2m extra copper extension, DPFX700-TR can be easily installed in a rack or in a limited
space. The extender delivers 4K UHD (4096x2160)
resolution at 60Hz through one LC multi-mode fibre
(OM3) extending up to 200m without latency. Also,
the DPFX-700-TR provides absolute flexibility in
user’s preference by allowing interoperation with
DPFX-300-TR.
www.opticis.com

Acting on feedback from customers, Opticis has
introduced the DPFX-700-TR DisplayPort 1.2
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Kramer Introduces the VP-440X 18G
4K Presentation Switcher/Scaler

Kramer Electronics’ VP−440X is an 18G 4K HDR
presentation switcher/scaler with four HDMI
inputs and one computer graphics (VGA) input.
The VP-440X scales the video, embeds the
audio, and outputs the signal to two identical
outputs – one HDMI and one HDBaseT –
together with an analog stereo audio output.
Via HDBaseT, it extends video signals to up to
130ft (40m) over CAT copper cables at up to
4K@60Hz (4:2:0) 24bpp video resolution and
provides even further reach for lower HD video
resolutions.
The VP-440X can be controlled by using an OSD
(On–Screen Display) via front panel buttons,
embedded web pages via Ethernet and/or serial
communication via RS–232 transmitted by a PC,
touch screen system or other serial controller.
Additionally, connect to the contact closure
connector for remote switching of sources and
for toggling the display ON and OFF.
The VP-440X has flexible digital and analog
audio. The user simply selects a dedicated
unbalanced analog audio input to embed into
each input. In addition, a microphone input is
provided on the front panel of the VP-440X for
mixing, switching or talk–over. Any of the signals
can play audio through the unbalanced audio
output. The VP-440X supports DSP technology
including audio equalization, mixing, delay, and
microphone talk–over (ducking) and is HDCP 2.2
and HDCP 1.4 compliant.
www.kramerav.com/vp-440x
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Solutions Update
Atlona Reveals New Two-Input, 4K/UHD
Switcher with USB Hub

Atlona, a Panduit company, introduces a versatile
new switcher in its Omega Series of AV integration
solutions for modern workspaces and meeting
environments. Available immediately, the costeffective AT-OME-MH21 combines HDMI and USB-C
inputs with advanced functionality and a built-in USB
3.0 hub for video conferencing peripherals or touch
displays.
Ideal for huddle rooms, small meeting spaces, and
even home offices, the two-input OME-MH21 offers
integration and user convenience features including
automatic display control, audio de-embedding, and
high-quality 4K to 1080p down-scaling for use with
HD displays. Automatic input selection intelligently
switches between inputs when sources are added or
removed, minimizing the need for the user to touch
the device.
The OME-MH21’s HDMI input and output support
HDR and 4K/UHD, 60 Hz, 4:4:4 video at data rates
up to 18 Gbps, while the USB-C input is ideal for
direct AV interfacing with newer laptops and mobile
devices plus data connectivity to the integrated USB
3.0 hub. The USB-C connection combines with the
unit’s two USB type A ports and USB type B interface
to support up to two host PCs plus two peripheral
devices such microphones, speakerphones, or
cameras. This efficiently enhances soft codec
conferencing applications, with the ability to switch
video and USB together between two host PCs.
The OME-MH21 is HDCP 2.2 compliant and can be
configured and monitored remotely over a LAN or
WAN through the Atlona Management System.
www.atlona.com/omega
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Solutions Update
ViewSonic Introduces its All-in-One Direct View LED Displays

ViewSonic’s latest All-in-One Direct View LED
Displays is a brand-new addition to the large-size
presentation display sector. These new displays
integrate display, image stitching, power supply,
and control systems into one device that offers easy
installation, operation, and maintenance.
The elegant design of the All-in-One Direct View LED
Display elevates the seamless viewing experience
and is compatible with all settings - from lobbies, to
auditoriums, and even conference rooms.
The All-in-One Direct View LED Displays provide
innovative LED technology and integrate different
systems into one device, differentiating themselves
from traditional large-sized displays. They also
support wireless presentations and can operate
as a large interactive display by connecting to
ViewSonic’s ViewBoard or touch monitor.
To raise the overall experience of the big screen
viewing to the average user, these displays deliver a
fantastic visual experience, and harmoniously blend
in with their surroundings due to their elegant design.
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The All-in-One Direct View LED displays are available
in four different sizes— ranging from 108 inches to
216 inches. Boasting a stunning and vivid 120%
Rec.709 wide colour gamut and up to 600 nits of
brightness with eight levels of adjustment, these
displays allow users to fine tune the brightness
based on the environment.
The ultra-thin and lightweight displays feature a
thickness of only 35 mm, allowing them to fit into
virtually any setting by being able to blend in
harmoniously with almost any interior design style.
The super-slim bezel of only 10 mm also provides an
even more immersive viewing experience.
The displays also come with a pioneering modular
design with wall mounts or optional aluminum alloy
floor stand that provide user-friendly installation
which can be completed by two people in two hours.
These displays come with multiple pre-assembled
and pre-calibrated panels which eliminate the need
for a complicated setup process.
www.viewsonic.com
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Videotel Digital’s Touchless WAVE to Play Now Works with Interactive Players
Videotel Digital,
a leading
manufacturer of
industrial grade
digital signage
media players,
looping DVD
players, innovative
touchless interactive solutions and directional sound
speakers has now enhanced its Touchless WAVE
solution to seamlessly integrate not only with both its
VP71XD and VP90 4K HD interactive media players,
but also with most digital signage media players with
some simple customization.
WAVE, a proximity sensor that requires no direct
line of sight, was originally designed to touchlessly
trigger a video/image content change with a looped

message meant to address an active viewer when
approaching the screen. Now, when incorporated
with Videotel Digital’s interactive media players,
WAVE can also allow an active viewer to interact with
a kiosk or touchscreen without fear of contamination.
“Any customer-facing business can now create
informative interactive displays that allow customers
to search for what they need without the need without
fear of contamination. Videotel Digital’s technology
offers a way to engage and educate customers
touchlessly,” said Lisa Schneider, Videotel Digital’s
EVP of Marketing and Sales. She added, “WAVE is
really ideal for all types of interactive displays and
kiosks where you want to provide a unique and safe
touchless or contactless alternative.”
www.videoteldigital.com/new-touchless-wave-to-play

ARX Systems Launch the USB DI-Q Application Specific USB – Analogue Interface
DI-Q means that this product can be integrated
easily into the existing AV infrastructure of a building.
Once in place, the USB – DI-Q only requires touch
button operation and the simple user interface means
that it is easy to use by non-technical operators.

ARX Systems, the Australian based manufacturer of
professional audio interfaces and signal processing
products, has launched the USB DI-Q USB-Analogue
interface. Designed by ARX in response to a specific
request from the Australian Court System, the
USB DI-Q provides a solution for interfacing and
monitoring the playback of audio evidence files in
a courtroom or similar environment. The USB DI-Q
allows the user to monitor and Cue audio files in a
closed headphone environment and switch/ enable
the audio output to a Public address / sound system
as required. The simplicity of the setup of the USB
DECEMBER 2020

The USB DI-Q is ideal for interfacing any USB
equipped computer (especially notebook computers)
with the balanced inputs of professional sound
systems. The USB DI-Q installs as a fully compatible
‘Plug and Play’ generic USB audio device, requiring
no special driver program installation on Mac OSX,
Windows XP, 7/8/10 and includes a premium quality
USB-A to USB-B cable.
The front panel features an overall Playback Volume
control for both headphone and XLR outputs and an
“enable audio to Court” Switch and indicator LED.
The rear panel has a Type B USB input socket &
LED status LED, Summed (mono) Output XLR with
Groundlift switch and a 6.5mm / 1/4" Headphone
Output socket.
www.arx.com.au
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tvONE Introduces Major Updates to CORIOmaster Video Processors

tvONE has announced major enhancements to
its CORIOmaster video wall processing systems
including CORIOmaster (C3-540), CORIOmaster mini
(C3-510), and CORIOmaster micro (C3-503). The
new enhancements include a new keying module,
synchronized media playback, as well as a free
to download, firmware update which adds other
enhancements including EDID management, FTP
media upload, and AES IP stream decoding. tvONE
is also releasing the latest version of its user-friendly
video wall design software, CORIOgrapher, which is
compatible with all CORIOmaster products including
the new CORIOmaster2 (CM2-547).
The new dual HDMI output keying module (CMHDMI-SC-2OUT-KEY) adds luminance keying to two
full HD (1080P/60) outputs from a CORIOmaster.
Source windows in a foreground layer are keyed
through from sources placed in a background layer
on each of the outputs with no increase in video
latency. Keying provides users with powerful new
possibilities to make creative and interactive video
walls, allowing users to overlay real-time data feeds,
icons, and other information over sources or across
entire video walls. Keying is also a useful feature
for broadcasters as well as digital signage and
information displays.
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In addition, synchronized
playback is now available
through the dual 4K
streaming and media
input modules (CMAVIP-IN-1USB-1ETH
& CM-AVIP-IN-1USB1ETH-128). This allows
users to simultaneously
play up to eight reliable,
synchronized media clips
onto ultra-wide video
canvasses. It also allows
users to get creative and
go beyond 4K resolutions
for expanse video belts
in broadcast studios, corporate lobbies, and live
events to entertain and boost revenues. In addition,
the dual 4K streaming modules also have universal
low latency IP decoding, allowing users to use the IP
encoder of their choice.
Alongside the CORIOmaster enhancements, a fully
unified version of tvONE’s CORIOgrapher video wall
software is now available and offers full backwards
compatibility with all CORIOmaster units, including
the new CORIOmaster2. The new software version
has a multitude of powerful editing features to
improve the experience when building video layouts
using the canvas editor, such as asset trays, new
window handles, and right click features. Also new is
a product code generator and export button for the
offline configuration tool.
Download the latest software version here.
Download the latest firmware version here.
www.tvone.com
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Sony Expands Laser Projector Lineup with Two New Compact and High Image
Quality Models

Sony Electronics’ newest WUXGA laser projectors,
the VPL-PHZ60 (6,000lm) and VPL-PHZ50 (5,000lm),to
link VPL-PHZ50 to https://pro.sony/products/
laser-projectors/vpl-phz60 combine image quality
with flexibility and reliability. The two compact
models, which are less than four inches high and
approximately 15 pounds, are ideal for a wide
range of corporate, education and entertainment
applications. Due to its weight and size, the VPLPHZ60 is the industry’s smallest WUXGA 3LCD laser
projector in its lumen class. With a wide lens shift
function and intelligent setting mode, the projectors
are optimized for use in small to medium-sized
conference rooms and classrooms, as well as golf
simulators.
The projectors offer exceptional image quality, driven
by Sony’s original “Reality Creation” technology,
which provides enhanced clarity, authenticity and
expression in images and text, without increasing
digital picture noise. Additionally, the projectors’
3LCD laser light source maintains bright, vivid and
true to life colours and imagery. Accurate colour
reproduction is further supported by the signal
processing engine’s colour gradation capabilities.
The VPL-PHZ60 and VPL-PHZ50 were designed
with flexibility and ease of use in mind. Due to their
compact size and lightweight, the projectors can
easily adapt to different mounting and installation
challenges and requirements and their blend-in
design can fit into various usage environments.
With a best-in-class wide lens shift of Vertical 55%,
which enables easy ceiling-mounting, and support
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for 4K 30p, the projectors pack numerous industryrequested features into a small chassis.
Additionally, Sony’s unique picture engine enables
the new “Bright View” feature which projects
vivid images with high visibility even in bright
environments, while faithfully maintaining the RGB
balance with minimal color shift. By detecting
the video signal pixel-by-pixel and dynamically
optimizing the process, contrast is improved while
maintaining color reproduction. Crisp and bright
images are projected even in well-lit environments for
effective presentation.
A hallmark of Sony’s technology is its durability and
dependability. The VPL-PHZ60 and VPL-PHZ50
allow users to select projection modes based on
installation location and intended usage, which
can optimize performance, maximize longevity and
provide reliability. The installation location presets
automatically adjust the image quality, light source
output level and cooling system, while the adaptable
Advanced Intelligent Setting function simplifies
the installation process by automatically selecting
the best configuration based on the projector’s
environment.
pro.sony
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What’s the Big Fuzz about Digital Signage for Room
Booking?
As a professional AV integrator, you should have
heard about the emerging demands around placing
small displays outside of meeting rooms, especially
if you service large organizations. Are there real
benefits for having these shinny objects in the
workspace? What value propositions would get your
clients interested in exploring this technology with
you?
Why Screens Outside of Meeting Rooms?
Digital signage has been placed outside of meeting
rooms and ballrooms for many years. These screens
were first deployed at conference centers where
events happening inside the rooms change almost
daily. Digital signage provides a great tool for
informing attendees about events happening behind
the closed doors. It is much more environmentally
friendly and accurate than printing paper signs. For
the same reason, large enterprises are bringing room
booking panels into their workplace to manage their
most valuable meeting spaces.

Think of the life without screens outside of meeting
rooms. I can never forget the experience when I
pushed open a pair of closed doors only to find
a room with dozens of gazes locked on me, and
realized I was not in the right room for my scheduled
meeting. Or when I took my visitors to grab an empty
room to sit down (my booked room was taken by
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another group because of a schedule conflict), only
to find that half way into the meeting, another group
came in to claim that they had booked the room
for the next hour. These experiences are not only
disturbances to the work routine, making VIP guests
wonder if the organization is just as unorganized
in other aspects of their profession. They are also
a costly source of inefficiency at work. One study
estimates that inefficient meetings cost $37 billion
annually in the U.S. alone.
What can the Little Screen Do?
A small screen can fulfill the job of providing key
information about the event happening behind closed
doors, and a list of upcoming events for the day. This
alone can already help avoid the embarrassment
I experienced earlier. The meetings schedule also
helps employees identify how much time the room
will remain vacant before the next event starts.

Furthermore, specially designed room booking
panels provide bright colored lights on the sides of
the screen, to extend the visible distance of room
availability information. A green glow would indicate
that the room is vacant, and red that the room is in
session. Other uses of the light may indicate that a
meeting is about to start (so don’t take this room if
the conversation will be longer than a few minutes),
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or that the room is waiting to be sanitized by the
cleaning crew (especially at this time of the COVID
scare) before it is safe for used again.
If the screen is touch-sensitive, it can allow users
to book the room right on the spot at the touch of
a button. The reservation would be linked with the
organization’s master meeting schedule, so others
know that the particular room is blocked out for the
duration of the meeting.

Digital Signage
surprise, as a lost of connectivity can result in bad
user experience and an expensive field visit. Getting
power to the device is also a challenge. The worst
nightmare of all, and this is often only learned months
after deployment, is that there may be a percentage
of swollen batteries due to repeated battery
charging. Simply put, the consumer tablet was not
properly designed for the task.

Nowadays people may want to avoid touching
screens in the public, to reduce the risk of
contracting illness, so some room booking panels
provide alternatives to touch for booking the room.
Users may connect with the room by scanning an onscreen QR code with her personal mobile phone, or
via Bluetooth beacon technology. The room can just
as easily be booked on-the-spot from the safety and
convenience of her personal device.

Variety of Offerings
As an integrator, you have a choice of technologies
for implementing room booking panels.
Many users would start with a consumer tablet,
such as the iPad or a generic Android device, to
test out the concept. Beware though that several
complications with the consumer devices may
cause an unpleasant project experience. Mounting a
consumer device securely on a wall is harder than it
seems. You will need a theft-proof mounting kit that
may cost as much as the device itself. If you opt for
using the Wi-Fi connection, you may be in for a bad
DECEMBER 2020

For a properly designed room panel device, you
need to look for the following: Power-over-Ethernet for
uninterrupted supply of electricity and connectivity;
manufacturer-certified mounts for dry wall and
glass installations; and proven track record of large
scale deployment. The last point is probably your
guarantee to success, especially if the device has
been approved by the IT department of large, global
end users. Throughout the project lifecycle, the
IT team will inevitably step in and scrutinize every
aspect of the device regarding data security. This is
a whole other topic of discussion. The shortcut is to
find a vendor that has been there and done it at scale
for the most demanding clients.
How to Get Started?
You should speak with your corporate, education,
and government clients to find out if they are already
evaluating to deploy room booking panels. Chances
are they already are, and you do not want to be late
in the game. Next you will need to find a hardware
and a software vendor. Ask for their reference
projects. If they are experienced with globally leading
end users, then you should be in good hands.
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Reduce Risk in Control Building Design

A rendering of a Control Room

Over the last 25 years, BAW Architecture has had
a front-row seat into hundreds of leading oil &
gas, chemical, utility, mining and transportation
companies embarking on a new or renovated control
room. Recently, pressure to compress budgets and
schedules, and the lack of properly trained control
building architectural and design resources, are
causing companies to take shortcuts in the design
process that increases operational risk and cost in
the long term.
A poorly designed control building increases risk in
a very direct way. If an operator cannot hear alarms
properly, does not have the appropriate line of sight
to video screens, is distracted or fatigued and not
at full mental alertness, errors will occur. Sometimes
systems and humans can correct for these errors, but
we know all too well with the number of catastrophic
incidents across industries many of these errors
escalate into costly and sometimes deadly incidents.
The incidents not only take human life, but can cause
millions if not billions of dollars in damage to facilities
and the environment.
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The good news, however, is that there is an
international awareness of safety in control room
design spreading across the globe, in large part
due to control room standards originally published
in the year 2000 by the International Organization
for Standardization (ISO). In particular, ISO 11064
spells out in detail the standards for ergonomics in
the design of control centres, and the layout and
dimensions of workstations to achieve maximum
efficiency and safety. Adherence to these bestpractice guidelines is strongly recommended in all
industries where control rooms are present. Indeed,
compliance with ISO 11064 standards can act in a
company’s defence and mitigate legal liability in the
event of an accident, incident or personal injury case.
With safety and efficiency as the drivers, facility siting
and the design of a building from the operator-out,
good control room design can be measured against
the mandates of ISO 11064. The result is a building
that offers return on investment for the owner that
has maximized efficiency and minimized abnormal
events.
Unfortunately, many control rooms have been
built without adherence to ISO 11064 guidelines,
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and operators and owners have suffered the
consequences. Examples include:
• A control room that is overcrowded for people and
equipment with no room for future expansion.
• Control rooms with poor lighting, leading to fatigue,
eye strain, and medical issues that result in higher
rates of absenteeism.
• Control rooms with too many reflective surfaces, too
much glare, and poor lighting, such that operators
prefer to work in the dark.
• Control buildings that are not adequately separated
and secure from other building spaces and functions,
leading to operator distractions and noise issues.
Alone, each of these observations do not mean
the operational company will have an incident or
failure relating to their control room operators, but
what each of these observations do tell us, is that
the risk of the operator losing situational awareness
while doing his or her job is higher. It is higher
because instead of designing the control room with
an integrated process that verifies the operator
requirements, workflow, interactions between people,
and human-machine interface considerations, no
human-factors related process was followed, and
thus no input from the operator was considered in the
design.

We understand the desire to save
time and money at every stage of a
project. But the actual cost of properly
designing a control room at the
beginning of the process is often a
small fraction, akin to a rounding error
in the cost of the entire project.
If we then add in the potential higher
risk and cost of fixing a problem after
the design is done, we are making a
poor situation worse. The challenge for all

operating companies, large or small, is how best to
make sure their control building is designed properly,
to avoid the pitfalls described above.
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Begin at the Beginning
In an ideal world, engineering firms would invite an
experienced control building architect and design
firm to the table in the planning stages of a new
operations facility or a control room renovation, long
before the building location or size is determined,
and the consoles selected. An experienced control
building architect and designer can provide a clear
process to identify pre-design activities that will
prepare companies to ask the right questions early in
the process. Auditing existing facilities to understand
current strengths and weaknesses, and to prioritize
the most critical aspects of the project, is a step that,
when skipped, can have detrimental impact on the
vision of the new control facility.
Good Control Room Design Begins with Safety
The first critical step is facility siting—hiring an
experienced control room architect can assist with
planning the best location of the building in proximity
to the necessary infrastructure as appropriate. Will
it be in a blast zone? Does the building require
HEMP (high-altitude electromagnetic) protection?
Will the building control remote dispersed assets?
Each industry has rules and regulations regarding
facility siting, and working with an architect that
understands the implications of how to design to
meet or exceed those regulations is critical. For
example, since the BP Texas City explosion in 2005,
the American Petroleum Institute (API) and regulatory
agencies (OSHA and U.S. Chemical Safety Board)
have focused on developing new and revised
recommended practices for risk assessment and
mitigation requirements for temporary and permanent
buildings located in or around processing units (e.g.
API RP-752 and 753).
In addition to the regulatory compliance and legal
liability protection benefits inherent in developing a
facility siting risk-mitigation plan, developing a master
facility plan is critical to the long-term planning
for a site. It not only addresses the immediate risk
assessment requirements, but also addresses
long-term (5 yr/10yr/15yr) facility infrastructure
improvements and asset optimization, addressing
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security, IT infrastructure, site circulation, and
workforce optimization.
Control Room as the “Brain” of the Process Plant
Once the control building is sited properly, the
second step is to focus on the control room. Control
rooms are the centre of the operation, where
production is controlled. It is where a business can
make or lose money for the company. It is where
catastrophic incidents can start, be mitigated or
prevented. These control rooms house the people
that are responsible for operating the system,
whether that system is a refinery, an electrical grid
or a city’s air, train and subway system. Control
room operators monitor and control technology and
automation to manage the system remotely from a
single room. Often the operators work long shifts in
front of computer screens to ensure 24-7 coverage
of the operation. Understanding the operator’s needs
and how they interface with complex systems within
a high-pressure environment is the first step. The
risk of an abnormal situation escalation is always
present in a control room. A state-of-the-art control
facility gives the operators the ability to return
the situation to normal in the shortest amount of
time possible. Dozens of factors are taken into
account, such as the orientation of consoles, screen
information, noise reduction, arc of reach, line of
sight, clutter mitigation, manual placement— all of
these have the potential to improve or degrade the
operator’s reaction time and ability to communicate.
Design from the Operator Out

Ensuring comfort of viewing for the operator is critical in
controlling fatigue
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A human-centered approach to the design considers
the needs of the operators first and foremost. Instead
of designing from the outside-in by creating the
architecture first, the building unfolds from within,
the starting point being the operator, and is based
on the programmatic functional and physical
needs of that operator. As the demands for humanmachine interface (HMI) have increased, so have
the consequences resulting from inappropriate
operator actions. ISO 11064 lays out measurable
guidelines for ergonomics, also called human
factors engineering, which play a primary role in the
selection of the interior finishes, furniture, lighting and
acoustics.
Measurable Elements to Good Control Room
Design—According to ISO 11064
The final step is the selection of the interior finishes,
lighting, acoustics, and furniture guided by ISO
11064 which lays out measurable guidelines for
ergonomics that are proven to improve operator
situational awareness.
FINISHES
Selecting finishes according to the ISO 11064
guidelines creates a comprehensive list of
measurable criteria. The hierarchy of value goes
from dark to light, floor to ceiling. In addition to the
ISO requirements, the design must adhere to local
building codes for flammability and slip resistance.
The client’s standards also must be followed as well.
Above all else, the finishes must meet functional and
durability needs for building that must last upwards
of 30 years. Some finishes can provide multiple uses.
Acoustically absorptive wall panels can double as
tack-able panels to pin up printed information, or
triple as a visual break in a large wall plane if ceilings
are high, or even as a decorative element which
reflects regional identity while mitigating sound.
LIGHTING
Rather than an afterthought, good control room
lighting should be as integrated into the design as
the placement of the ceiling, walls and floor. The
optimum lighting in a control room demands quality
ambient, uniform illumination, which is a combination
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of fixtures such as indirect, task and suspended
lighting. Appropriately designed lighting eliminates
eye strain and improves operator efficiency. ISO
11064 spells out lighting requirements necessary
throughout the control room.
ACOUSTICS

An Acoutic heat map

As important as the finishes and lighting, acoustics
can make or break a control room. ISO 11064
dictates the ambient noise can range from 30 - 45
dB. Alarms, conversations, radios and computer
noise create a distracting environment for the
operators that can be mitigated by articulating the
shapes of the ceiling and walls, and with the use of
acoustic absorptive material for ceiling, wall and floor
surfaces.
FURNITURE
A work environment informed by the science of
ergonomics maximizes productivity and minimizes
the risk of personal injury. Operator seating, sit/ stand
consoles, screen display quantity and mounting
heights, mobile files all positioned and designed
according to ISO 11064 standards complete the
good control room picture.
Consoles are highly customized workstations for
the operators, the size and configuration of which
is determined by management objectives, and
limitations on the quantity of screens any one
operator can monitor. ISO 11064 has ergonomic
guidelines for reach and eyesight distances. Flat
panel displays and touch screen technology take
up less space, are more energy efficient and require
less cooling within the console. The size and quantity
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of consoles dictate the size of the control room,
rather than the other way around, with a set amount
of square footage allowed per operator.
Sensory (Intangible) Elements Perceived from
Good Control Room Design
SIGHT
When you walk into a well-designed control room,
what makes that space work? The first thing you
might sense is a feeling of spatial openness because
of the high ceilings, and unobstructed views due to
lack of columns. Workstations are uncluttered, since
there is adequate space per operator. The finishes
are light and complement the geometry of the room
and regional aspects of the location, and the lighting
is pleasantly glare-free. The space is designed from
the operator-out, so the principles and elements of
design are human-centric and harmonious. There is
the right amount of both variety and unity—a state of
agreement or a feeling of rightness.
SOUND
In a control room, noise and sound are two different
things. Noise needs to be restrained, but sound
defines the architecture. What is the sound of a
control room? The hum of multiple computers, the
quiet discussions among the operators as they
collaborate to solve a problem, the clicking of a
computer keyboard—acoustics can act in deep
visceral ways not unlike music or the sense of smell.
TOUCH
How does a space feel? Air quality and temperature
play a huge role in keeping operators alert and
awake. Lack of a consistent ambient temperature
is a common complaint in a control room as you
travel through the space, which are often cold in
one corner, hot in another and no one seems happy.
Per ISO 11064 “the control room should be supplied
with outdoor air in sufficient quantities to dilute
internally generated pollutants.” In addition to fresh
air, there should be the option for the operators to
adjust the temperature or an automatic adjustment
of temperature depending on the time of day to
compensate for diurnal rhythms of body temperature.
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The goal is to create the perfect temperature
and just enough air movement to stay awake and
comfortable.
Conclusion
Common business challenges for companies
planning new control facilities include short timelines,
high risk outcomes, scarce human resources, and
high expectations for return on investment to name a
few. The search for areas to cut costs and save time
and money is expected on all projects. The challenge
is to balance that imperative without compromising
proper control building design process. In summary:
• Start planning early with an experienced
specialist in control building architecture
• Design from the operator outwards

• Apply ISO 11064 standards and best practices
As with any design process, the earlier changes are
identified and implemented the less costly they will
be. Shortcuts have a habit of showing up as issues
later in the design process—and subsequently cost
more to resolve. Do things right at the beginning, and
reap the rewards for decades to come.
Photos courtesy of BAW Architecture.
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principal, BAW Architecture..Peggy A. Hewitt is an independent
consultant and business development and marketing leader for
BAW Architecture, MaryAnn Lane is a Senior Interior Control
Room Designer for BAW Architecture.

www.bawarchitecture.com

Manufacturers on Control Room Technology and
Trends
Ta Loong Gan, Managing Director,
Barco SEA
There are four aspects to consider with regards to
Control Rooms:
• Closer to the content: The most visible piece
of technology for control room information
management is the display wall. Video walls play
a crucial role in specific applications like SCADA,
railway monitoring or monitoring of stock exchange
information as it shows customers that you are in
control and allows operators and supervisors to
comment from a distance.
• The rise of IIOT (Industrial Internet Of Things):
With the growth of the Industrial Internet of Things,
SOCs (Security Operations Centers) and NOCs
(Network Operations Centers) have broadened
their focus to accommodate smart, interconnected
technologies. The price of establishing complex
networks has reduced and they are now able to
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handle huge increases in data bandwidth, making it
easier to undertake remote asset management and
data monitoring.
• Creating task-specific layouts: With hybrid work,
we are seeing the rise of single workspaces –
consisting of several displays on the operator’s
desk – for viewing, monitoring, and interacting with
multiple clients that reside on multiple networks.
With Barco’s OpSpace, relevant information can
be consulted and addressed within a single pixel
space, with just one mouse and keyboard. In this
way, the operator is at the center of the information
and has all data within easy reach.
• Closer to open ecosystems: Technology
manufacturers and control room service providers
are moving towards developing solutions that
work in tandem with each other. At Barco, with
the support of alliance partners, we have made
our own platforms open to enable integration with
external systems so they can work together to
exchange data, visuals and analytical information.
DECEMBER 2020
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Michael Bosworth, Executive Vice
President, Enterprise, Christie

Bjorn Krylander, Managing
Director, Datapath

COVID-19 has highlighted the important role
that video wall technology plays in many critical
applications and environments today, and the
pandemic has impacted how different organizations
use video walls to visualize information and data
in control room environments. Examples of video
wall uses we have seen from our customers include
a Network Operation Center, which is managing
changes with usage and remote users; utilities
companies are managing the changing dynamics
of energy usage; and government and military
organizations are managing and monitoring
personnel and equipment.

Today’s control rooms are far, far more
complicated than, say, ten years ago, when the
traditional large video wall looked out across
individual workstations, with information collated to
view on one video wall.

In terms of technology, there has been a significant
growth in AV-over-IP solutions and the performance
strength of SDVoE products that make them more
effective AV systems for switching applications.
Often, an AV-over-IP system design results in a
system budget cost savings of 30% - 50%. The
dramatic simplification of system design is one of
the major advantages offered by these solutions,
which are well-suited for any application that
requires AV switching and signal distribution. This
could include mission critical command centers,
training simulators, airports, sports stadiums and
live events.
AV-over-IP solutions using Christie Terra, based
on SDVoE, are capable of fulfilling many AV
applications employing fewer devices, applying
scaling, control, multi-viewer and KVM features with
switching and because they use off-the-shelf 10G
network components. AV system designs using
Terra will frequently result in lower cost designs,
especially as system requirements scale-up in size.
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These days, the number of sources and feeds
coming into a control room can be dozens, if not
hundreds. Add the need to manage and share this
content to the right people, to numerous displays,
video walls, and workstations, and the challenges
become very real.
Being able to transform any video wall display,
instantly, for different emergency situations is now
a standard practice in many mission-critical and
emergency control rooms. Having a rigid display
on a video wall is underutilizing what is possible
for maximum efficiency. Anything is now possible
for today’s displays, from carousel windows
showing security feeds, to auto source switching
when emergencies happen.
The ‘Holy Grail’ of solutions will, eventually, be
able to share any source, to any display, in
ultimate resolution, and across any network.
End-users should know that optimum quality
content can be shared securely, regardless of
whether it’s on a 1g or 10g network. Users will also
benefit from being able to monitor all hardware,
all displays, every input and output at the click
of a button.Here at Datapath, we work closely
with governments and corporations worldwide on
their Command & Control room requirements and
have learned much from our 40+ years in video
processing. Watch this space!
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Hemant Agarwal, Business Head
for Display Solutions Unit at Delta
India

Pamela Leong, Vice President,
Multi Media Platforms Business
Unit, NEC Asia Pacific Pte Ltd

Control rooms serve as the nerve center of any
major operation. They display high-quality video
and information feeds which operators can monitor,
detect and act on real-time information; integrate
and control data from multiple sources - show
timely and accurate information; view content at
any size and location on Video wall. Currently,
with the growing spread of Corona virus, it's more
important than ever to be able to quickly set up and
deploy an Operations Control Room.

Control Rooms have evolved over the years, but
the core values of Control Room Design are still
applicable and current. The design of any control
room should have its operators in mind. It is
essential to analyse the workflow and functionality
in the design process. From the choice of
technology furniture all the way to control systems,
it is important to align the expectations of operators
to leaders. At the same time, it is also important
to comply with ISO 11064 standards (Ergonomic
design of control centres) so as to ensure that
the Control Room will be a safe and comfortable
workplace environment.

Situation of crisis often reminds us how invaluable
the operations control rooms or war rooms are in
an emergency. A war room equipped with a video
wall is invaluable in coordinating any pandemic or
outbreak response plan, ensuring the right priorities
are set and that timely pandemic response has
proven health outcomes. For instance, talking
about Delta, 4K Laser Video walls from Delta helps
war room operators to view an unlimited number
of real-time content anywhere on a single display
or multiple display wall— live camera feeds,
dashboards, web browser, desktop applications
and more.
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Control Room Technology has also improved as
technology advances over the years. The Control
Room controllers are no longer stuck in a box.
Previously, due to the physical limitations of the
controller, the scalability of the control system
was limited. Fortunately, new AV over IP based
technology overcomes these limitations by riding
on IT Network Infrastructure making it simpler for
IT personnel to manage and control the system.
Collaboration is also made possible with a secured
private network. It is easy to share the same
content information across Control Room in multiple
locations. Integration of Video Conferencing
Solutions has also become a common requirement.
In the future, Control Room may be even enhanced
with the latest AI technologies that will be able to
react to various emergency situations.
Control Room display technology has slowly moved
from video wall LCD narrow bezel displays to stateof-the-art direct view LED for bezel-less viewing
experience; which NEC offers.
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Simplicity at its best

Challenging environments demand greater control. Pushing the
limits of reliable performance, our complete video wall control
solutions manage control room applications at any size, whether
monitoring traffic, process control or security surveillance.
We make life easier for system integrators whilst enabling control
room operators to focus on their core objectives.

Datapath. Engineering the
world's best visual solutions.
www.datapath.co.uk
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Steve Seminario, Vice President of
Product Development at Planar
Command and control room operators demand
reliable and high-performing tools that optimize
their decision making in mission-critical
environments. With high resolution video walls and
large format displays, they can achieve the vivid
and ultra-sharp imagery they need to improve
the delivery of visual information and enhance
situational awareness. LED display technology is
increasingly popular in today’s command control
environments due to its ability to deliver seamless
images, scale to any size or shape and offer
optimal characteristics that make content look
terrific from any angle. At the same time, command
and control room customers continue to turn to
LCD display technology for the narrow bezels, slim
installation depths and flexible mounting systems
they provide.
While lifecycle and total cost-of-ownership continue
to be key economic considerations for choosing
control room display systems, we also find
operators gravitating towards flexible solutions that
can meet their individual needs, as well as display
data in the most effective way. With emergency
response or interpreting real-time visual analytics,
for example, today’s personnel benefit from display
solutions that allow them to change the size or
layout of the content being displayed.
In addition, command and control room
environments require technology that is not
only built for 24/7 use, but also designed for
ease of use and maintenance to help reduce
downtime commonly associated with teardowns
or repairs. For this reason, more display solutions
available today offer front serviceability, simplified
maintenance and built-in, redundant power
supplies to support failsafe and continuous
operation.
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Display and Control
Solutions Highlights for
Control Rooms

Barco Control Room solutions in action

Barco offers triple play solutions for large control
rooms, including rear projection cubes, LCD
displays, and LED displays. Barco’s video walls have
multiple screens and can work 24*7, every day of the
year, for several years. Barco’s video wall solutions
are used for presenting data smoothly and clearly
as our products excel in reliability and image quality
and have been used in thousands of control rooms
around the world. We have an important edge over
the competition because of our innovations including
the RGB Laser rear-projection cubes and the bezelless LCD video wall Barco UniSee. We also recently
launched the WallConnect Cloud, a new cloud-based
remote monitoring and management platform for its
video walls portfolio and SecureStream, a new media
streaming solution to easily and securely share
content beyond the control room.
www.barco.com
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Datapath VSN 9 and 11 series video wall controller

Christie Ultra Series and Phoenix

Christie offers a range of solutions to fit any control
room demand. These include the Christie LCD
video walls – Christie’s tiled LCD panels offer a
flexible platform for a variety of 24/7 indoor video
wall applications. Available in ultra-narrow and
extreme-narrow bezel widths, Christie’s range of
high-performance LCD products also feature optional
remote power via external AC-DC hot swappable
supply modules, while built-in SNMP monitoring
ensures that display status information is available.
Christie’s indoor LED tiles - Core, CorePlus, Apex
Series and MicroTiles LED – provides unmatched
choice, versatility and flexibility when it comes to
specifying high-performance video walls. Choose
from premium options for critical viewing and Active
3D applications to more budget-friendly solutions for
high-impact installations.
Christie video wall controllers redefine how and
where users access data, who they share it with and
how it is displayed. Christie Phoenix family of video
wall controllers cover every type of display, so it’s
easy to find one that fits your needs. Choose from the
Christie Phoenix, Phoenix EP and Phoenix Quad-T,
which enable control room operators access, share
and display data with ease.
www.christiedigital.com
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Supporting projects requiring small, medium or
large scale video walls, Datapath VSN video wall
controllers have been designed for use in mission
critical control rooms, ranging from defence
installations, logistic operations, security suites,
utilities, emergency services, and many other
command and control applications.
The Datapath VSN range of Wall Controllers
integrates many types of video and data sources
onto any display configuration. With Datapath
management software, users can deploy, control,
and manage large-scale video displays easily.
All Datapath systems have been developed to
operate with the latest generation of Datapath’s
world leading Image graphics, video capture, and IP
decode cards. Each system can be fully customised
from a range of Intel performance processors and
can accommodate any Datapath or compatible PCIe
plug in card.
www.datapath.co.uk

Delta’s laser video walls at Lucknow Metro, India

A control room equipped with a state-of-the-art
video wall needs to be up-to-date in order to provide
DECEMBER 2020
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efficient, reliable response in a timely manner. The
latest revolution in DLP being 4K-UHD Laser Video
wall for the mission-critical control room industry.
Delta 4K-UHD Laser Video Wall offers four times
higher canvas than a standard Full HD Video wall.
With 8 Mega pixel display, the UHD Laser Video wall
gives remarkable content clarity, ideal for real and
expanding requirements for large scale visualization
systems. 4K-UHD Laser Video wall solutions lets you
monitor 4 times data in the existing space.

COVER STORY
and projectors. Hiperwall also offers fault tolerance,
interface with AV control system, and also KVM
control of input sources.
sg.nec.com

www.deltadisplays.com

Planar TVF Series

NEC solutions at a control room scenario demo room in
NEC UK

NEC designs and manufactures various display
solution dedicated to Control Room. NEC offers
state-of-the-art direct view LED for bezel-less
viewing experience. In addition the NEC ultra-narrow
professional display comes in various sizes and is
able to operate 24/7 suitable for critical operations.
It also comes with expansion slot for Slot-in PC for
computing enhancement.
NEC Asia Pacific is the sole distributor for Hiperwall It
is a software-based video wall controller that runs AV
over IP Infrastructure. It is Hardware Agnostic and it
compliments the NEC displays for high stability and
reliability. It is scalable by adding license and offthe-shelf components. It can capture input sources
in various formats such as High-Quality Video
Streaming, Browser, CCTV, and RTSP Streams.
Hiperwall is not limited by display technologies - it
can be used with standard display, direct-view LED,
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The Planar TVF Series is a family of fine pitch LED
video wall displays available in 0.9, 1.2, 1.5, 1.8
and 2.5 millimeter pixel pitches. With a 27-inch,
slim-profile display cabinet, the Planar TVF Series
features front serviceability and a creative, stackable
design that eliminates cabinet-to-cabinet cabling and
reduces the complexity of installation and vertical
alignment. Featuring a 16:9 aspect ratio, Planar TVF
Series allows every pixel pitch to achieve popular
resolutions, including Full HD, 4K and 8K, and
provides clear, crisp images at nearly every angle
and viewing distance. With a profile of less than three
inches, the overall video wall footprint and servicing
space needed is dramatically reduced, compared
to typical space requirements of other LED video
wall solutions. As a result, Planar TVF Series is easier
to fit in more spaces and can be configured in any
video wall configuration to meet the widest range of
application requirements.
www.planar.com
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Australia

Melbourne Ballpark Stadium Upgrades its Audio
System
AtlasIED FS-Series help create a whole new dynamism to the ambiance

FACTFILE
Project Client: Melbourne Ballpark Stadium
Project Location: Melbourne, Australia
Project Segment: Sports
Project Type: Stadium
Project AVSI: Mozaix
Project Highlight: To replace ageing
speakers so as to provide even coverage,
clear audio and up the experience of
spectators
Project AV (main) brand:AtlasIED
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Imagine attending a baseball game and struggling
to hear the play-by-play commentary, rousing
music to pump up the players and the crowd, or
announcements between innings to remind you to
visit the concessions. It’s the fanfare of the game—
just as much as great plays—that makes attending
a live sporting event so enjoyable, entertaining,
and ultimately brings back repeat business. An
exceptional audio system helps deliver this level of
excitement—something that had been sorely missing
from the Melbourne Ballpark stadium in Victoria,
Australia.
For more than 30 years the home of the Melbourne
Aces had been using the same lackluster audio
system, giving spectators little to cheer about. It
might have been a great setup in the early days,
but today’s fans expect a lot more from a game-day
experience than listening to the crack of the bat.
Attendance was dwindling as a result.
DECEMBER 2020
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Pitching a New Approach to Audio
Venue administrators knew it was time for drastic
measures to revive the stadium. A series of upgrades
were scheduled for 2019, with the addition of a
state-of-the-art audio system at the top of the list.
Melbourne commercial AV integration firm Mozaix
was hired to handle the design and installation
of the audio gear, which would include a total
refresh of the stadium’s outdated speakers, AV
processors, controllers, and more. Several allweather, multipurpose horn speakers from AtlasIED
were tasked with supplying clear, even coverage of
announcements, music, and special effects to 2,200
seats in the grandstand and additional seating on the
surrounding lawns.
Out in Left Field
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Their analysis revealed many problem areas. “First
and foremost, the current system covered only 50
percent of the stadium,” says Mozaix Director Paul
Tucker. “The listening experience varied wildly
throughout the venue. The way the system had
been originally set up, spectators in one area might
hear next to nothing while those seated elsewhere
might have their eardrums blasted.” Furthermore,
the original loudspeakers lacked the technology to
broadcast music optimally, and when music was
playing, it usually overpowered broadcasts from the
sports announcers. Audibly, the stadium was living in
the stone age, and spectators were missing out.
Striking a Balance
Mozaix tackled the project with several key
objectives in mind: Provide full, even coverage of
audio throughout the stadium, lawns, concourses,
beer garden, and the baseball field; ample
headroom to support intelligible announcements
from broadcasters; dynamic, engaging music and
special effects to engage spectators; strategic
zoned distribution of audio; and overall a better
baseball vibe. “We wanted the experience to
be top-notch, similar to what American college
baseball and football stadiums deliver,” Tucker
says. “We contacted AtlasIED distributor PAVT for its
recommendation, and consequently went with the FS
Series Arena Horn Loudspeakers.”
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Several features made these speakers the ideal
choice: “They are a far cry from the stadium’s original
tiny PA speakers,” Tacker relates. “They don’t
look that much different than what you might see
mounted to a pole in a shopping center parking lot,
but inside they have a 12-inch woofer that makes
them much better at handling low frequencies and
playing music with more warmth and emotion. Plus,
their multipurpose design ensures excellent voice
reproduction.” The speakers’ all-weather construction
was another selling point, as was a variety of flare
angles, which allowed Mozaix to focus sound on a
particular area for enhanced clarity.
Covering all the Bases
Using an 86-foot boom, Mozaix mounted three
FS12T-94 boxes to the stadium roofline. These
units push audio out to the field with a 90 x 40
degrees dispersion range. “For the first time, the
ballplayers can hear the audio to engage with the
crowd and feel the excitement of the game,” Tucker
says. Spectators, meanwhile, receive audio from
four FS12T-99 boxes (90 x 90 degrees dispersion)
pointed down at the grandstands and out toward the
sideline gardens.
Thanks to some clever engineering by Mozaix,
some of the audio effects happen automatically.
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Two shotgun microphones continually measure
the noise level of the stadium. When attendance
is light and the grandstand is relatively quiet, pink
noise automatically injects onto the audio system
to simulate the sound of a larger crowd. When the
ambient noise escalates, so does the audio level. To
add to the effect, when the stadium crowd cheers,
an audio track of a cheering crowd plays through
the audio system automatically. “This all occurs very
naturally and goes undetected,” Tucker says. “I
demonstrated this effect to the CEO of the stadium
who commented that he immediately felt a difference
in warmth and ambiance. It was the icing on the cake
for this project.”
A Whole New Ballgame
Mozaix rounded out the new audio setup with a
simple means of control and integration of audio
with the Melbourne sports radio station. From the
announcer’s booth, audio can be directed to specific
zones, inputs can be turned on and off, and audio
levels can be adjusted. As the last and important
link in the audio chain, the AtlasIED FS-Series multipurpose, all-weather speakers hit this inspiring
renovation project out of the park, creating a gameday experience that’s breathing new life into an aging
baseball stadium.
www.atlasied.com
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QATAR

Mixing Immersive with Spat Revolution for Qatar’s
New National Museum
Idee und Klang help create an outstanding immersive audio experience for
visitors

FACTFILE
Project Client: Qatar National Museum
Project Location: Doha, Qatar
Project Segment: Attraction
Project Type: Museum
Project Highlight: Immersive audio
Project AV (main) brand: SPAT Revolution,
Meyersound
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Even in a skyline as futuristic as Qatar’s, the new
National Museum of Qatar stands out as visually
stunning. Designed by renowned architect Jean
Nouvel, the museum’s modernistic exterior, adorned
with 539 massive disks that lend it an almost otherworldly character, is home to more than 86,000
square feet of state-of-the-art exhibit space, with
multiple interconnected galleries offering towering
walls of video and immersive, multi-dimensional
audio created using FLUX::Immersive’s SPAT
Revolution.
The museum’s groundbreaking immersive audio
design was created by Basel, Switzerland-based
Idee und Klang, a pioneering multimedia agency
acclaimed for their unique approach for integrating
sound scenography with immersive audio design.
The company has been working in immersive audio
for more than 15 years, and as company founder
Ramon De Marco explains, the Qatar project was
unique on many levels.
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“The museum itself is a very large and unusual
space, with each of the galleries having its own
architectural and acoustical character,” he offers.
“Each gallery has its own theme, with different largescale multidimensional video presentations and of
course, different audio accompanying that, each
one created by different composers and sound
designers.”
With multi-channel sound and essential aspect of
each gallery’s presentation, the complexities of
producing and mixing multiple channels of audio for
each space was just the beginning. “We specified 64
channels for each gallery – almost 700 speakers in
all,” reports audio scenographer and designer Daniel
Teige. Meyer Sound provided the loudspeakers for
the project, which was mixed using Spat Revolution.
Placement of the loudspeakers was also an issue,
adds De Marco. “The architects were adamant
that they did not want to see any speakers. They
originally wanted speakers only on the ceiling, which,
depending on the gallery, ranged from four to 20
meters high. Achieving any kind of directionality
would have been pretty much impossible, and
eventually we were able to lobby for locating some
speakers at the bottom of the walls, where we had
about eight centimeters of clearance. Meyer Sound
had a compact speaker, the UP4slim, that we were
able to implement in that limited space.”
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Creating an immersive audio experience for even
a single space can be a challenge, but creating
multiple environments for adjoining spaces is an
order of magnitude more complex. “A lot of sound
scenography is about understanding spaces, and
how sound behaves in a space,” Teige observes.
“Using Spat, we were able to create a concept of
how to deal with the sound, and adapt it to the theme
of each gallery.”

In addition to the sonic issues of overlap from
adjacent galleries, De Marco points to the project’s
sheer diversity as another challenge. “We worked
with each of the composers to create style guides,
determine what sounds they would use, and how it
would all be configured,” he observes. “Most of the
composers were more experienced in composing for
TV documentaries, and not necessarily accustomed
to creating for multichannel immersive environments.
We worked with them not only in terms of what kind
DECEMBER 2020
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me to work with multiple
formats at the same
time,” he observes.
“With Spat we were
able to take stereo,
mono, ambisonic, 5.1,
and throw them all
together. It was a great
tool for sound design
and for special effects
as well. You can make
very fast movements,
really play with the
object based mixing.”

of sounds they would use, but also the material
they would deliver, so we were able to adapt it to
multi-channel mixes. Instead of receiving one or
two WAV files, we were getting 50 or 60 channel
mixes that sometimes contained literally hundreds
or even thousands of clips, to orchestrate into a
space.” Consistency was also a factor, he adds.
“We received everything from perfectly assembled
multichannel sessions to some rather challenging
ones. In some cases, we did a big part of the sound
design ourselves, because the material we received
was simply not enough.”
Composer Stratis Skandalakis has a long history
of creating immersive compositions for exhibitions,
including travelling globally to gather field recordings
for his work. Skandalakis worked with a wide array
of composers and circumstances, mixing each
of the projects using Spat Revolution. “It was
pretty challenging at times,” he reports. “Some of
the composers had no previous experience with
multichannel mixing, and were not accustomed to
having a conversation about for example, where
to place a sound in a 360-degree space. Often I
would be working with a director on my left, and a
sound designer on my right, and dealing with a very
complex mix with maybe 50 channels, explaining
why it takes time for the additional sound design.”
Skandalakis points to working with SPAT Revolution
as key to addressing the widely diverse range of
material the team had to work with. “It was a first for
DECEMBER 2020

Particularly with the compressed timeframe, there
was not a lot of opportunity for long involved mixing
sessions. Staging and designing the systems in
advance was key to making it work, and much of the
planning and acoustic modelling was begun at the
Idee und Klang studios in Basel.
Working with SPAT Revolution was a tremendous
time-saver, says Teige, enabling the team to create
the initial sound design quickly and efficiently before
taking it to the actual galleries for fine tuning. “You
have an idea and you want to implement it quickly,”
says Teige. “Spat’s object based mixing is really
intuitive to work with, and that enabled us to stay in
the creative space and work fast and efficiently.”
For De Marco and the Idee und Klang team, this was
their first experience working with SPAT Revolution.
“We compared several different immersive software
programs, and Spat was really the most intuitive,
as well as the best sonic quality,” he observes.
“It’s far more than just a surround panner – it’s a
room simulation tool that offers many opportunities
to choose different algorithms. And the people at
FLUX:: were great to work with. Gael and the others
were really supportive. We ran into very few issues,
but any time we had a question, we would call and
right away, we would have a new update. SPAT
Revolution is really the only software I would choose
for a project like this one.”
www.flux.audio
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SANI-SPRAY ENVIRO PAD

fEEbEE: The Ultimate SOURCE FOUR RGBALC
LED ENGINE

The Sani-Spray Enviro Pad is a customisable,
fully automated hands-free and differently-abled
friendly sanitisation booth. Suitable for any and all
environment that see high foot traffic, the ENVIRO
Pod is effective by using a misting spray designed
specifically to neutralise up to 99.9% of all bacteria
and viruses in under 10 seconds.,

More details HERE
10K Asia rep: manoj.chamanlal@10kused.com

Distributed by: TSB Global Distribution.
Email: ted@tsbglobal.com.sg
Mention SI Asia for a legitimate 5% discount

Looking for a Studio to Stream Virtual Events

theLAB in Singapore is the answer.
theLAB is a 1500 SqFt Livestream-ready Studio Space
available for rental with full audio-visual support & experienced technical crew provided, in order to provide
a seamless experience for you & your guests.
www.tpp.com.sg
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